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Abstract 

 
In this paper the problem of a road's capacity in presence of perturbations in the vehicular 

flow is dealt. In particular, among the different causes of delay, is evaluated the presence 

of vehicles parked along the road in relation at their parking activity. Preliminarily is 

evaluated the delay, caused by each vehicle that leaves its parking position and enters in 

the traffic flow or by that who slows down the flow to enter in the parking. By 

introducing these effects in the equations of flow, it is possible to evaluate the 

modifications that the same curves of down flow suffer; consequently, it is also possible 

to evaluate the increase of pollutant emissions. 

 

Keywords: traffic flow, vehicular delay, environmental implication. 

 

1. Introduction 

The study of the delay on the traffic flow caused by the presence of lateral obstacles 

along the lane of an urban street presents some aspects uneasy to define. These studies, 

even if could explain important effects on the phenomena of congestion, especially in 

those roads in urban areas with only one directional lane and characterized by an intense 

activity of parking, are often neglected. 
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Despite the considerable influence of the presence of lateral obstacles on the average 

velocity on the road, no consolidated criteria exist for this kind of evaluation. While 

models, which provide acceptable results for the determination of the running time in 

function of the flow, or for the delay at the final crossroads, are available (Webster 1958, 

Doherty 1977) [1], [2]. 

One of the aspects that presents greater unknown factors about delay induced on vehicles 

that travel on a one-lane road without possibility of overtaking, is the admissions of 

vehicles parked on the side of the road or that enter in the flow from secondary accesses 

(garages, etc.). If all vehicles that wish to carry out the manoeuvres of admission were 

ready to wait indefinitely for the presentation of favourable conditions for admission, 

they would not cause delay on the flow. 

Really, the drivers of the waiting vehicles, tired of waiting, will try to come out even 

when the conditions are not favourable, in particu1ar in the absence of an interval of time 

in the flow sufficient for carrying out the manoeuvre. 

We assume that the event of the vehicle that comes out in absence of an interval of time 

sufficient to make the manoeuvre, and the consequent traffic block, can take place once a 

critical waiting time is overcame. This critical time of waiting (or availability to waiting) 

depends on stochastic factors such as the driver's disposition, reason of the trip, intensity 

of flow, and so on. 

In this paper a criteria for the evaluation of average delay that a single interfering 

manoeuvre can cause in a unitary time and for a unitary length of arterial road 

(manoeuvres/h km), is exposed. Consequently, we can define the modification of the 

average speed of the trip and of the down flow curves that depend from the width of the 

lane, besides obviously from the entity of the flow and the average number of interfering 

manoeuvres. 

 

2. The conditions of down flow in the presence of lateral 

disturbances 

The average time of the trip along a generic route is, then expressed by the following 

terms: 
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where:  

TC   = total average time of the trip along the route h.; 

Trj  = running time along the generic jth link which is part of the route under study [ h.]; 

Tij  = time loss at the final node of the link j [h.] ; 

Tpj  =  djlj = average loss of time on each vehicle caused by the manoeuvres of parking 

or, in general, by lateral obstacles [h.] ; 

dj  = average time lost by the vehicle who travels on the link j for the unit of length [h/km] 

lj = length of link j [km] 

N = number of links of the road. 

The loss of time added to the running time, increasing the total time of journey, modifies 

the relation of downflow. 

Some studies have pointed out that in congested urban areas the added loss of time can be  
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prevailing in respect to the running time [3], [4], [5]. 

The term Tij of (eq. 1), that represents the loss of time localized at the intersection, will 

not be treated in a direct way, because its effect can be calculated by already known 

models [6], [7]. 

The total time, required to cover a unitary length of a link j is: 

tc = tr + tp                                                    (2) 

where:  

tc = total time of driving along a unitary length of road considered in the absence of  

intersections [h/km]; 

tr = average running time equal to the inverse of the average speed of flow for given 

geometrical characteristics of the road and the volume of traffic [h./km.]; 

tp = ds = average loss of time due to lateral obstacles for unit of length of the road 

[h./km.]. 

Therefore, the average speed of the trip on the generic link j is: 

vc = vr / (l + ds vr)                                             (3) 

where, for the sake of simplicity, the index j is omitted in each term. 

We now consider here one experimental model of down-flow calibrated for the urban 

areas of Naples and Cosenza [8] and expressed by the relation: 

vr = ao + alLu + a2P + a3T2 + a4D + a5I + (a6 + a7X) (Q/Lu)        (4) 

with:  

vr =  average running speed in the trunk of road j in the absence of the main intersections 

[km./h.]; 

Lu = width of the section useful for the down-flow [m.]; 

P = gradient in percentage (P = 0 assumed for downhill roads);  

T= tortuosity; 

D = level of disturbance (that implicitly keeps in mind). 
 

3. Features of the model 

The model for the calculation of delays induced by the manoeuvres of admission into 

traffic flow is here presented. It relays on several specified assumptions:  

1) The admission of parked vehicles into the traffic flow is similar to a lateral access 

governed by STOP signals. 

2) The down-flow occurs in a single lane and without the possibility of over passing 

the accidental obstacles represented by the vehicle that leaves the parking place. 

3) The driver is willing to wait for an interval of time sufficient for the manoeuvre to 

be executed; this can be assumed as a stochastic time in relation to some casual factors 

(personal behaviour, reason of the trip and so on). 

4) The waiting time for admission into the flow is also a stochastic variable and is 

equal to the sum of all the refused intervals and of the critical interval T. 

5) The distribution of the stochastic variable "waiting time for admission" is for the 

sake of simplicity, characterized by a Gaussian profile. 

6) The average time necessary to carry out the manoeuvre of admission (TMM) is 

coincident with the duration of the critical interval T for the admission. 

7) The forced admission of a vehicle into the flow causes a blockage analogous to that  
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generated by a red traffic light phase. 

8) The forced admissions can be assumed as an independent phenomena. 

 

 

4. Delay induced by manoeuvres from a parking space to the 

traffic flow 

The manoeuvre of exiting from the state of parking of a vehicle parked on the side of a 

carriageway and its consequent admission into the flow of the lane occurs according to a 

mechanism analogous to that of admission from a lateral access. The driver of the vehicle 

who intends to carry out the manoeuvre observes the vehicles that arrive along the road, 

and as he finds a sufficient interval, then he makes the manoeuvre. 

Is understood to be, in the hereafter, for critical interval T [sec.] that such that all ranges 

below it are rejected, while those equal to or greater than are accepted; You can then give 

a representation of the critical frequencies observed experimentally the behaviour of 

drivers. Numerous experimental findings in correspondence with admission governed by 

STOP, have permitted to evaluate the average value of the critical intervals between 6 and 

8 sec. 

The waiting time v [sec.], which in the case here considered coincides with the interval of 

time that passes between the moment in which it could theoretically carry out the 

manoeuvre of admission in the absence of flow and the moment in which it has 

effectively carried out, depends essentially: 

- by the characteristics of distribution of the intervals of flow in the lane; 

- by the mechanism of manoeuvre, that depends on the typology of parking. The 

mechanism of manoeuvre substantially determines the time necessary for the vehicle to 

make the manoeuvre; it is however a stochastic variable, that can be characterized by its 

average value TMM, and shall consider it as coinciding with the length of the critical 

interval T. 

Regarding the distribution of the temporal intervals into the flow on the lane, it is here 

hypothesized that the flow itself can be described by Erlang’s distribution; with such 

position, the probability that the interval between two successive passages in a section is 

equal to the generic time "t", is given by the following probability density function: 
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where: 

k = the parameter of the distribution that assumes entire values included between 1 and 4 

related to the intensity of flow: 

The probability’s function, of the waiting time for admission in the down flow, can be 

expressed by: 
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where G(TMM) is the value assumed by the normal distribution at the point t = TMM. 
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Analytically the percentage of the manoeuvres interfering (that is also the probability that 

a certain manoeuvre interferes) is:  

                                                      

   dttgTMPvp
TMP

v


                                                           

 (7) 

 

 

5. Some results of the proposed model 

 

The number of vehicles of the flow that suffer delay for a single interfering manoeuvre is: 

m = TMM • [(S • Q)/(S - Q)]                                (8) 

In the hypothesis of independence of the phenomena, the total delay, that a number n 

manoeuvres generate on the flow has the relation: 

  wTMPvPnd t 
                                 (9) 

where n is the number of manoeuvres per unit of length of the road and of the time 

[manoeuvre/h km]. The specific delay per unit of length of the arterial road, for the 

generic vehicle belonging to the flow, ds, is expressed, by: 

 
Q

wTMPvPn
ds


                                 (10) 

In the case of a manoeuvre of diversion from the flow (access to parking), the carrying 

out of the manoeuvre is essentially conditioned by the availability of the free place. When 

the manoeuvre is carried out, the modality of its execution generally does not depend on 

the fact that the service time exceeds a TMP value; so, marking the relative variables to 

the manoeuvre of diversion from the flow with an apex, the specific delay is given by: 

Q

wn
ds

''
' 
                                            (11) 

 

6. Delay induced by the manoeuvres of diversion from the flow 

 

The equations (9) and (10), in reference with the flow Q are represented, respectively in 

Figures 1 and 2; where it is assumed Lu = 2, 30 m., TMP = 15 sec. and n = 100 

manoeuvres/h km, while for TMM the values 6, 7 and 8 sec. are chosen.The evaluation of 

the average specific delay, expressed in an explicit way by (10) and by (11), also permits 

to express the relations of the down-flow  by means of (3), in function of the number of 

manoeuvres (per unit of time and length) of the exiting or the entering to the parking 

places distributed along the sides of the lane. Some experimental measurements, in the 

urban area of Reggio Calabria, have permitted to determine, for TMM, a range of values 

between 6 sec., for parking in line, and 8 sec. for parking in a comb line; while the 

average value of waiting time for admission (TMP) has been estimated in a range of 

values between 11 sec. and 15 sec. In particular, for parking in line is obtained: 

TMM = 2,285 + 0,006862• Q  with R2 = 80,52% and F a lot superior of critical value; 
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TMP = 7,789 + 0,005766• Q with R2 = 79,92% and F a lot superior of critical 

value; in this case the percentage of interfering manoeuvres is:  

P = – 0,051 + 1,118Exp-3Q 

Instead, for parking in comb, the linear regression becomes:  

TMM = 3,862 + 0,006872• Q  with R2 = 73,83% and F a lot superior of critical 

value; 

TMP = 9,955 + 0,004028• Q with R2 = 79,13% and F a lot superior of critical 

value; in this case the percentage of interfering manoeuvres is:  

P =– 0,056 + 1,124Exp-3Q 

 

 
 

Figure-1. Total delay (Lu=2,30m. TMP=15 s. n=100 man./h. Km). 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Specific delay (Lu=2,30m. TMP=15 s. n=100 man./h. Km). 

 

From now on, we look at the relation Vc (Q) as function of the specific delay distributed 

along the road caused by the manoeuvres of exiting from the state of parking. The 

expression of the model: 

  rs

r
c

vTMP,T,n,Qd1

v
v




                                    (12) 

has been utilized, to describe the function vc(Q) for prefixed values of Lu , T, TMP with 

different numbers n of manoeuvres in the unit of time. In particular the figures 3, 4  
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describe a representation of (12) referring to the values of useful width considered in the 

model (3) and to the function of delay (10) with n; 130, 260 and 400 [manoeuvres/h. 

km.], assumed TMM = 8 sec. and TMP = 15 sec. 

 

 

7. The implications on the environment 

Parking activities and delays in traffic flows directly result in environmental drawbacks, 

essentially consisting in an increasing of pollutant emissions, due to the extra time during 

which engines run while vehicle is standing. 

The evaluation of the average specific delay, expressed in an explicit form by Eq. 10 and 

by Eq. 11, also permits to express the characteristics of the down flow as a function of the 

number of involved manoeuvres per unit of time and length. In other words, vc (Q) is 

expressed as a function expressed by (12). 

Fig. 3 reports a sketch of different times involved respectively in covering a line without 

and with flow disturbances. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Running times fora line without (left) and with flow disturbances 

 

In the scientific literature this problem has been widely approached [9], especially in the 

urban contexts. Generally, the specific pollutant emissions of a vehicular emissive class 

are expressed by means of the emission factors, that represent the amount of pollutants 

emitted by the average vehicle representative of a given class for a unitary length of 

journey. For example, in the EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook 

2009, vehicles are classified by type (cars, heavy vehicle, motorcycles, etc.), fuel feeding 

the engine, age and engine capacity (with regard to commercial vehicles, only differences 

in weight are considered).Therefore, for each homogeneous emissive category and for 

each pollutant, emission factors assume the following form: 

 

2
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                                 (13) 

where v is the journey average speed (m/s) of vehicle, i represents the i-th pollutant, j the 

vehicle type, h the age (assessed with respect to the European Emissions Standards), k the 

fuel and l the engine volume (or vehicle weight). The emission factor is expressed in 

grams of pollutant per vehicle and per kilometre (g vehicle-1 km-1) while the values of 

the coefficients a, b, c, d, and e are derived from EEA. Thus, pollutant emissions of a 

given class of the vehicle fleet circulating in a given context, (g), can be expressed with 

the following equation: 
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jihkljihkljihkljihkl LNEFE                                  (14) 

where EFijhkl (g vehicle-1 km-1) is the pertinent emission factor,  (vehicle) is the number 

of vehicles belonging to each homogeneous emitting class of the considered fleet and L 

ijhkl  (km) is the average length of the typical journey. 

 

8. A case of study: experimental results 

In the following tables (1, 2 and 3) are shown the results obtained as vr-vc [Km/h]. The 

values of TMM and TMM’ are derived from the experimental analysis carried out for the 

three cases considered, in correspondence of several levels of traffic flow and the value of 

lost time (in addition to manoeuvre) was assumed equal to 7 sec. The values, 

experimentally obtained and processed by means of the interpretative model (12), show 

that, in correspondence to a given value of flow, is possible to displayed the speed’s 

decrease as a "vertical leap" between two down-flow curves. That is obtained in 

correspondence of two different values of n, or in correspondence of two different 

situations of width of the roadway (fig. 4 and fig. 5). This decrease of the speed also 

depends by the values of experimental parameters TMM and TMP. 

 
Q[veic/h]     vr      P   TMM[s]    Re[s]   ds[h/Km]  TMM'[s]   Re'[s]  ds'[h/Km]     vr-vc 

[Km/h] 

  400        39,66   0,50    5,03      12,03     8,05E-5     3,75       10,75     7,36E-4        1,25         

  600        37,07   0,62    6,40      13,40     8,18E-4     3,75       10,75     8,50E-4        2,16         

  800        33,45   0,95    7,77      14,77     1,81E-3     3,75       10,75     1,01E-3        2,88         

1000        28,78   1 ,00    9,15      16,15     2,78E-3     3,75       10,75     1,24E-3        3,00         

1200        23,07   1,00    9,15      16,15     3,59E-3     3,75       10,75     1,59E-3        2,47         

Tab. 1- Calculation of specific delay and consequent reduction of speed [Km/h] to vary the flow for n = n’ = 130 

[man./h ·km] (low degree of disturbance). 

 
Q[veic/h]     vr      P   TMM[s]    Re[s]   ds[h/Km]  TMM'[s]   Re'[s]  ds'[h/Km]     vr-vc 

[Km/h] 

  400        39,66   0,50    5,03      12,03     9,21E-4     3,75       10,75     1,47E-3        3,45         

  600        37,07   0,62    6,40      13,40     1,64E-3     3,75       10,75     1,70E-3        4,09         

  800        33,45   0,95    7,77      14,77     3.63E-3     3,75       10,75     2,01E-3        5,31         

1000        28,78   1,00    9,15      16,15     5,56E-3     3,75       10,75     2,47E-3        5,41         

1200        23,07   1,00    9,15      16,15     7,71E-3     3,75       10,75     3,18E-3        4,64         

Tab. 2- Calculation of specific delay and consequent reduction of speed [Km/h] to vary the flow for n = n’ = 260 

[man./h ·Miles] (intermediate level of disturbance). 

 
Q[veic/h]    vr      P     TMM[s]   Re [s]   ds[h/Km]   TMM'[s] Re'[s]  ds’[h/Km]   vr-vc 

[Km/h] 

  400         39,66   0,50     5,03       12,03      1,42E-3     3,75      10,75     2,27E-3       5,06       

  600         37,07   0,62     6,40       13,40      2,52E-3     3,75      10,75     2,62E-3       5,94       

  800         33.45   0,95     7,77       14,77      5.58E-3     3,75      10,75     3,10E-3       7,53       

1000         28,78   1,00     9,15       16,15      8,55E-3     3,75      10,75     3,79E-3       7,54       

1200         23,07   1,00     9,15       16,15      1,11E-2     3,75      10,75     4,89E-3       6,22       

Tab. 3- Calculation of specific delay and consequent reduction of speed [Km/h] to vary the flow, for n = n’ = 400 

[man./h ·Miles] (high degree of disturbance). 

 

Looking to the fig. 5, at a flow equal to 800 veic/h, there is a reduction of speed whit 

reference to the condition of absence of interference. In conditions of low-level of 

interference (n = n = 130 m/h. km) it is equal to 2.88 Km/h, at average level (n = n = 260 

m/h. km) it is equal to 5.31 Km/h and, finally, at high level (n = n = 400 man/h. km) it is 

equal to 7.53 Km/h. 

This fact points out that for increasing flows of traffic the duration of the average time of 

patience would not have any importance. 
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 Fig. 4 – Downflow curves, validate urban roads for several useful width of the lane in the absence of disturbance 

due to presence of interfering with flow manoeuvres.  

 

 
Fig. 5 – Downflow curves for Lu = 3,60 m, TMM = 8 sec, TMP = 15 sec. in the presence of different levels of delay 

due to number of manoeuvres per hour and per kilometre. 

 

 

However, the proposed model can already find useful application in many urban roads 

and intersections characterized by elevated phenomena of congestion caused also by the 

presence of lateral obstacle distributed along the route [10]. 

 

 

9. Conclusions 

The purpose of this study is an interpretative model, which would permit to evaluate, in a 

quantitative form, the effect of lateral disturbances distributed along a route on the 

average speed of the trip. Therefore, a stochastic type of model, is developed to evaluate 

the entity of total and specific delay that vehicles cope with by running on a lane adjacent 

to parking places. 

On the other hand, the environmental implications of the delay times induces by such 

disturbances is dependent by the composition of the running vehicular fleet in a given 

urban context. Moreover, the suggested methodology may be useful for computing 

another term of the function of cost of a road link.  
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